A satellite data transmission system transmits data from two T1 carriers as a single 3.088 Mbps bit stream using QPSK.   The satellite link uses ideal RRC filters with  a = 0.25.    At the receiving terminal the clear air value of overall (CNR)o is 16.0 dB and the implementation margin of the QPSK demodulator is 1 dB.

a.	What is the bandwidth occupied by this signal, and the noise bandwidth of the receiver for this signal?

Answer:  QPSK sends two bits per symbol, so Rs = 1.544 Msps.
Occupied bandwidth is given by
	B  =  Rs × (1 + a)  =  1.544 × 106 × 1.25  =  1.93 MHz
Noise bandwidth for RRC filters is always equal to Rs, so BN   =  1.544 MHz

b.	Find the BER at the receiver output and the average time between errors.
Answer:  Effective CNR is 15.0 dB = 31.6 as a power ratio.
For QPSK, SER = BER with Gray coding  =  Q[Ö(31.6)]  =  Q[5.62]  ≈ 10-8
Average time between errors is T = 1 / (SER × Rs)  =  1 / (1.544 × 106 × 10-8)  =  64.7 s
or roughly one error bit every minute on average.

c.	Rain affects the downlink from the satellite and the overall CNR  in the receiver falls by 6.0 dB to 10.0 dB.  What is the bit error rate and time between errors now?

Answer:  Effective CNR is 9.0 dB = 7.94 as a power ratio.
For QPSK, SER = BER with Gray coding  =  Q[Ö(7.94)]  =  Q[2.82]  ≈ 2.4 × 10-3
Average time between errors is T where
T = 1 / (SER × Rs)  =  1 / (1.544 × 106 × 2.4 × 10-3)  =  0.27 milliseconds.
There are about 4000 bit errors every second on average.  The link is unusable and would be declared in outage.  FEC must be added to the signal to achieve an acceptable BER under these conditions.



